DARE Essay

Have you ever heard of DARE? If you’re wondering what DARE stands for it stands for Drug Abuse Resistance Education. Those four simple words can really make a difference. It also stands for Define, Assess, Respond and Evaluate which is a decision making model that students learn within the program. This model teaches us how to slow down and make the best decisions for ourselves. Both meanings can help students and myself throughout our formative years ahead of us and the rest of our lives. It is a program that can change a life for the positive and keep students successful and headed in a positive direction. DARE can help you make decisions or come up with a compromise to any problem or situation. It is a universal program and once you have gained the knowledge, you can take the knowledge with you as far as you can grow.

There are so many things that I have learned through DARE but I cannot talk about all of them. But, I will talk about a few of them. One of the things that I learned in DARE is communication. There is verbal communication and nonverbal communication. Verbal is when you use words to show your emotions and nonverbal is when you use body language. They can both be powerful. I communicate with my words and I know that I can communicate my confidence by the body language I exhibit. I was reminded of important things from DARE. I got reminded to be able to say “no to drugs and alcohol.” This is so important for the future when I will need to remember it is ok and smart to just say no. DARE has taught me some things are not ok and even illegal, I learned these before I made a poor decision. It is not only the DARE program that helps, what has also helped me was our wonderful officer, “Officer Cooter”! He
has made me understand that our police force is here to help us, answer our questions and help students to make wise decisions. The Derby Police Department wants us to be successful and be a positive part of our community.

The DARE decision making model is represented by the four words - Define, Assess, Respond, Evaluate. It has and will help me to make decisions. For example, I had to choose between playing a computer game with all my friends or to work on a project that was an important part of my grade at school. I knew the simple steps of define, assess, respond and evaluate. These steps let me take the emotion out of my decision making and to do what was best for myself. I finished the project and then had fun with my friends. That is one of the things that DARE teaches and can be used in any situation. But the program is so much more than that. It could be life-threatening decisions as well. Do I take the drugs offered by people at a party or do I listen to friends and drink the alcohol? No, I define the situation, I assess what will be best for me and the choices available, I respond with my choice and I look back and evaluate the situation and see what I can change or do better in the future.

I plan to use DARE for the rest of my life. I want to be the role model to help my friends to say no to drugs and alcohol. I want them to know we can have fun without drugs and alcohol. I want them to know I will stand with them and say no to drugs and alcohol. I have amazing friends and I want them to be the best person they can be. I don't want to watch them make poor choices and go down the wrong path. We will walk the right path together. I don't want them to start a habit that can lead to terrible addictions. I will help them to walk away and make the best decisions for them. I use DARE to teach others, to do the right thing for myself and others, and to communicate in a positive manner. I am going to use DARE to help myself and to be able to
I, Lauren Wilson, pledge never to smoke, do drugs or use alcohol.